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Linked Lists
We discussed yesterday how important it is to identify reusable classes, to prevent
repeated work. This applys not just classes that represent certain information, but
also to classes that represent ways of organizing information. One of the most common ways to organize
information is in a list, and the most common way to create a list in a computer program is the data
structure called a linked list.

In a linked list, the "backbone" of the list is constructed out of
LinkedList objects that each have a link to the Object value
stored at that position in the list, and the LinkedList
representing the next node in the list. This allows me to access
any of the values in the list by traversing the links.

head.getValue() -> "one"
head.getNext().getValue() -> "two"
head.getNext().getNext().getNext() -> null
head.getNext.getNext().setValue("3")

So, for example, the top two lines are ways to retrieve the first or second value in the list, and the last line
will replace the third value ("three") with a new value ("3").

If the constructor of my LinkedList allows me to pass the
value and next as parameters, it is possible to create new
"nodes" located anywhere in the list just by changing the links
between nodes:

head = new LinkedList("zero", head);
head.setNext(new LinkedList("1.5",
head.getNext()));

So, for example, in the first line above I create a new node
whose next is the head of the old list, and I set head to
point to this node. In the second line, I create a new node
whose next is the second node of the list, and I splice it in as
the next of the first node.

. 1 Suppose that you have a variable head pointing to a LinkedList. Write code that will do each of
the following:

a) Get the value in the second node of the list.

b) Change the value in the second node of the list to "2".

c) Find out if the list has a second node (use an if statement and a comparison).



. 2 Walk through the code below, and create an object model showing the list that is created. If you wish,
you may represent LinkedLists with simple two-part boxes as I have above.

LinkedList list = new LinkedList("A", null);
list = new LinkedList("C", list);
list = new LinkedList("B", list);

. 3 Using the linked list that you created above, tell me what each of the following will return:

list.getValue();

list.getNext().getValue()

list.getValue().equals("B")

list.getNext() == null

list.getNext().getNext().getValue()

list.getNext().getNext().getNext()

. 4 What would change about the object model if I were to do this?

list.getNext().getNext().setNext(list);

. 5 Assume that head is a LinkedList, and value is an object that I want to add on at the end of the
list. If I don't know how long the list is, I can use a while loop to step through the list until I find
the end node, a node that is not linked to anything. I then attach a new node to that end node.

LinkedList cursor = head;
while(cursor.getNext() != null) {
   cursor = cursor.getNext();
}
cursor.setNext(new LinkedList(value, null));

Read through the code, and be sure you understand what it does. It might help to imagine it running
on one of the lists pictured on this homework. Then, change the code above so that, instead of adding
to the list, it will count the number of object in the list.


